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“The Toolkit highlights the need to increase visibility of asset 

energy performance as a key theme among core banks, as is 

having a bank-wide energy efficiency policy” 
 

May 4th 2017 

“The Toolkit reveals how public and private 

sector financial institutions are tackling the 

energy efficiency investment challenge, 

through their commitments, approaches, 

tools and by sharing the areas that they 

identify for further joint development” 
 

May 5th 2017 

The Toolkit provides “a voluntary framework and 

tools for G20 countries to enhance capital flows for 

energy efficiency investments in their economies.” 
 

May 4th 2017 

“Roundup of the latest responsible investment and ESG news. 

This month's topics include HSBC's sustainable agriculture 

policy, the G20 Energy Efficiency Investment toolkit, 

Occidental's shareholder resolution on climate change and 

more car emissions problems with Fiat Chrysler and Daimler” 
 

May 4th 2017 
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“The Toolkit also provides insights into national policy 

developments, showcasing good practices, as well as an insight 

into policy tracking databases” 

June 6th 2017 

“The toolkit marks a turning point in 

collaboration between G20 countries to 

scale up energy efficiency investments and 

finance” 

Peter Sweatman, CEO Climate Strategy  

May 8th 2017 

“This Toolkit provides a collaborative architecture through which G20 

policy makers can engage in a structured dialogue with innovators from 

different classes of financial institution and jointly develop the new 

business and financing models which are needed to scale-up energy 

efficiency investments” 

May 10th 2017 

“This Toolkit provides a collaborative architecture through 

which G20 policy makers can engage in a structured dialogue 

with innovators from different classes of financial institution 

and jointly develop the new business and financing models 

which are needed to scale-up energy efficiency investments” 

May 10th 2017 
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